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There exists a body of common knowledge regarding the current bull market. One item therein is 

.~- that-itrla-s~eeri-a'miirk-et of'blgstock1i-ratner-than-little,""-large caps rather~tJfan'small~ap'i, - , = ~=, -",. 
listed stocks rather than OTC issues. Like much common knowledge, this bit is essentially true, 
but the truth is a bit more complicated. Date DJIA S&P 500 NASDAQ Val. Line 

The table at right traces the Dow, __________ _______ _______ _______ _ ______ _ 

S & P 500, NASDAQ Industrials, and Value Line Oct 19 1987 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Composite for a number of key dates during the Dec 4 1987 101.61 99.59 78.58 85.52 
1987-1990 bull market. Using the common Ju1 51988 124.15 122.67 111.74 113.80 
method of equating each average to 100 on the ~~~ ~~ g:: g~:~: 126.16 104.60 112,42 
base date of October 19, 1987, it shows Oct 91989 160.54 i~6:~~ 1~~:~~ i~~:~: 
clearly the long-term superior performance for Nov 6 1989 148.51 147.93 116.88 120.10 
the Dow and S &.p, both of WhICh were, at Jan 2 1990 161.62 159.98 122.72 123.73 
Wednesday's price, up over 50% vs. a 22% rise Jan 30 1990 146.27 143.65 111.09 110.85 
for the NASDAQ and 16% for the Value Line. Mar 28 1990 157.80 152.11 121.99 115.65 

A closer look at the table, however, reveals an interesting fact. While the better-known 
averages simply tested their October levels at their December lows, the other two averages 
suffered drops of bear-market proportions in the two months following October 19. Measured 
from their highs in August, the two averages were down close to 40%. 

The simple exercise of changing the base date 
Date DJIA S&P 500 NASDAQ Val.Llne in the table to December 4, 1987, results in the 

---------- ------- ------- ------- -------- comparison at the left. It shows that during the 
Dec 4 1987 100.00 100 00 100.00 100.00 
Ju1 5 1988 122.18 123:17 142.20 133.07 early months of the bull market, the two averages 
oct 21 1988 123.59 126.68 133.12 131.45 of lesser-known stocks actually outperformed by 
Nov 16 1988 115.39 117.82 124.03 123.52 fairly significant amounts. The result of this 
Oct 9 1989 158.00 160.68 162.62 154.06 outperformance is that the NASDAQ Industrials 
Nov 6 1969 146.15 146.S4 148.74 140.43 . 

_____ .lAn_2 __ 1 990 _159 .. o 6 __ t.6Q......6.3-=-1-5-6_._18--J"4-4 .. 6.4_hav:e~a.ct.ually~p.r_oY.:l~'-e.d~a}:to.u:t~the~same ~.amount ~ of.-,,=====-,I 
"T- • - -- Jan 30-1990--10·.9S....---14-4·.24--141.38-----129.61appreciationas ... The ....... Dow·afthe"ir~ recent .... prlce, 8n-d--~--- ------

Mar 28 1990 155.30 152.73 155.25 135.23 the Value Line, while trailing, is not that far 
behind. 

In mid-1988, another pattern of large-stock superiority began to develop. The two major 
averages went on to reach new highs in October 1988, whereas the other two failed to equal 
their summer tops 4 All the averages were down about the same percentage amount in 
October-November, but then, when the current phase of the bull market began in November 1988, a 
pattern of better results on the upside for the large-capitalization stocks began to emerge. 
The results of this are shown in the table at Date DJIA S&P 500 NASDAQ val.Line 
right, which shifts the base date forward __________ _______ _______ _______ _ ______ _ 
again. Both the Dow and S & P 500 have done Nov 16 1988 100.00 100.00 100.00 
better on the upside, and yet another pattern Oct 9 1989 136.93 136.38 131.1l 
has emerged, that of the NASDAQ Industrials Nov 6 1989 126.67 126.07 119.93 
outperforming the Value Line. This pattern Jan 2 1990 in:~~ g~:~~ ~g:~~ 
has continued. Measured against its January 30 ~:~ ~~ g~g 134.59 129.63 125.17 
low, the Dow was, this week, up 7.88% 

100,00 
124.72 
l13.68 
l17.12 
104.93 
109.47 

vs. 9.81% for the NASDAQ, and 4.33% for the Value Line. It is interesting that the reason for 
the better listed-stock action since late 1988 has essentially been due to larger rises on 
rallies. The percentage declines during short-term downswings have been about the same for all 
four averages. 

A couple of conclusions may be drawn. The first is that the recent outperformance of the 
over-the-counter averages vis-a-vis the Value Line may be. to a degree, another instance of the 
large-stock effect. The NASDAQ average, while it is, composed of a huge number of stocks, is 
capital weighted and. therefore, tends to reflect the action of larger issues. The Value Line 
average is. by contrast, computed geometrically and. therefore, gives equaL.weight to each _
issue. Another conclusion is that action has been more or less normal, from a technical point 
of view. If one envisions the bear market as having continued to December 1987, we witnessed a 
typical phenomenon of secondary issues collapsing at the end of the downswing and then 
producing superior recovery as the next bull market began. We are now witnessing a normal, if 
protracted, late bull-market stage in which larger stocks normally outperform smaller ones. 

The final question, of course, centers around when this pattern will change. There 
appears. from a technical point of view. to be no indication of its doing so immediately. 
Based on the historical record, it would be normal for new leadership not to emerge until a 
cycle downswing has been completed and the next bull market begins. 

Dow Jones Industrials (12 :00) 
S & P 500 (12 :00) 
Cumulative Index (3/29/90) 
AWT:ebh 

2709.68 
338.88 

4868.02 
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